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ABSTRACT: Video authentication has become an rising issue for video streaming over lossy networks.Though the 
advanced video secret writing standards, such as H.264/AVC, expeditiously cut back the quantity of knowledge to be 
transmitted, the secret writing dependency brings new challenges in planning economical stream authentication theme. 
In this paper, we tend to propose a completely unique joint-designed-layered supply–channel adaptive theme that 
integrates authentication into source and channel secret writing parts to sufficiently use the connected data to 
expeditiously address the secret writing dependency and to style the best rate allocation theme for the sake of end-to-
end video quality. The projected stratified framework is in a position to attenuate end-to-end quality degradation 
incurred by each the wireless channel noise and therefore the authentication failure. Specially, the competitory needs of 
high verification likelihood and low authentication overhead are at the same time happy by the elegant style of 
stratified  hash appending with economical adaptation to the H.264 supply secret writing and channel conditions. A 
joint source–channel-authentication rate allocation theme is then developed to realize best end-to-end video quality. 
The experimental results on H.264 video sequences make sure the effectiveness of this joint adaptive theme and 
demonstrate that it so outperforms the progressive graph-based authentication algorithms. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Video encoding has been heavily researched at intervals the recent years. Digital videos are the very standard owing to 
their frequency on their net. There are varied techniques are gift for activity personal info in videos. Digital video 
should be hold on in encrypted format. To save videos throughout transmission or cloud storage, coding of compressed 
video bit streams and activity privacy knowledge is finished. For the aim of content notation and or change of state 
these it's a necessity to perform info activity in these encrypted video. With the rising of net and transmission 
applications in distributed environments, it becomes easier for digital knowledge house owners to transfer transmission 
documents across everyplace the globe via cyber web. Secure adaptation wants a ascendible bitstream and specific 
coding routines that preserve the quality at intervals the encrypted domain. Cloud computing has become a really vital 
technology trend, which can provide very economical computation and large scale storage resolution for video 
knowledge. But cloud services might attract lots of attacks and unit at risk of undependable system administrators, it's 
desired that the video it's desired that the video content is accessible in encrypted type. The aptitude of performing arts 
knowledge activity directly in encrypted H.264/AVC video streams would avoid the outpouring of content, which may 
facilitate address the protection and privacy issues with cloud computing [1]. 
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II. RELATED WORK 
 

Buyer-seller watermarking protocols 
Till now, few triple-crown information concealing schemes within the encrypted domain are found within the open literature.[6] A 
watermarking theme exploitation Parlier cryptosystem is projected supported the protection needs of buyer-seller watermarking 
protocols[4]. In Walsh-Hadamard remodel image watermarking algorithmic rule is employed within the encrypted domain 
exploitation Paillier cryptosystem is given [4]. However, owing to the constraints of the Paillier cryptosystem, the coding of an 
imaginative image shows high overhead in storage and computation. Note that, many researches on reversible information 
concealing in encrypted pictures are found recently. The coding is performed by exploitation bit-XOR operation. In these strategies, 
the host image is in associate uncompressed format. 
 
Conventional LSB replacement scheme 
In June 2009, Arup Kumar Bhaumik, Minkyu Choi, RosslinJ.Robles, and MaricelO.Balitanas [3]proposed a knowledge concealment 
and extraction procedure for prime resolution AVI (Audio Video Interleave) videos. They diagrammatical 2 totally different 
procedures, that square measure used at the sender‘s finish and receiver‘s finish severally. The procedures square measure used 
because the key of knowledge concealment and Extraction. at first stream the video and collect all the frames in ikon format, and 
collect the knowledge like beginning frame, beginning macro block, range of macro blocks and frame amount. Then author have 
used standard LSB replacement with multiple bit planes. 
 
Motion estimation process scheme 

In the year 2007, Spyridon K. Kapotas, Eleni E. Varsaki and Athanassios N. Skodras [2] planned technique that takes blessings of 
varied block sizes employed by the H.264 encoder throughout the entomb prediction stage to cover the fascinating information. It's 
blind information concealing theme which means information will be reconstructed directly from encoded stream. The foremost 
necessary a part of entomb prediction is motion estimation method. That aims at finding macroblock of current frame. Then every 
macroblock, among the present frame, is motion paid i.e. its best match is deducted from it, and also the residual macroblock is 
coded. 

 
III. PROPOSEDSYSTEM 

 
We are using ultrasonic sensor algorithm is basically used for detection of an obstacle. If any obstacle comes in between the sensors 
that detects displays as result. We are going to set the distance, if the distance increases beyond particular range message will be 
displayed. This way the algorithm works. 
 
a) Video encryption and data Hiding 

 
Fig1: Proposed System Architecture 
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The system implementation steps can be summarized from the above diagram as below: 
Step 1: Input the video (.avi) and convert it into frames. 
Step 2: Apply H.264 coding to the frames. 
Step3: Select the secret images to be processed and encrypt it. 
Step 4: Select the input data information encrypt it with chaos encryption/14 sqare and 
embed the data into the Frames 
Step 5: Enter data hiding key and enter the encryption password and encrypt the H.264 
Coded frames 
Step 6: Convert frames to video to get encrypted video with hidden data 
 
b) Data Extraction and Video Decryption 

 
 
Step 1: Load encrypted video with hidden data and convert it into frames 
Step 2: Apply H.264 decoding to the frames. 
Step3: Enter the decryption password and decrypt the H.264 coded frames 
Step 4: Enter data hiding key and extract the data (secret image) from the frames. 
Step 5: Display the secret image. 
Step 6: Convert frames back to the original video 

The System presents that cryptography of compressed video bit streams and concealment privacy data to shield videos 
throughout transmission or cloud storage. Digital video typically must be keep and processed in an encrypted format to 
take care of security and privacy. Information concealment approach is critical to perform in these encrypted videos for 
the aim of content notation and meddling detection. During this approach, information concealment in encrypted 
domain while not secret writing preserves the confidentiality of the content. Additionally, it's a lot of economical while 
not secret writing followed by information concealment and re-encryption. Here, information concealment directly 
within the encrypted version of H.264/AVC video stream is approached, which incorporates the subsequent 3 elements, 
i.e., H.264/AVC video cryptography, information embedding, and information extraction. 
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IV.RESULTS 
Encryption Process 
Step 1: Provide (.avi) Input video and convert the video in to frames/images 

 

 
Fig:Input test video 

Step 2: Implement H.264 coding to the separated video frames. 
Step3: Select the secret images to be processed and encrypt it. 

 

Fig:Frame Separation Logic 
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Step 4: Select the input data information encrypt it with chaos encryption/twelvesquare substitution based on the 
random key number and embed the data into theFrames 
Step 5: Encode the data logic levels to generate the data hiding key and to encrypt 
the H.264 frames 

 

 

 

Step 5: Encode the data logic levels to generate the data hiding key and to encrypt 
the H.264 frames 
Step 6: Convert frames to video to get encrypted video with hidden data 
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Fig.:Encrypted video with hidden data 

 

Decryption Process 

Step 1: Load encrypted video with hidden data and convert it into frames 
Step 2: Apply H.264 decoding to the frames 
 

 
 

Fig:Encrypted video with hidden data for Decryption Process 
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Step 3: Decode the data logic(decryption method selected based on random key number) levels to extract the hiding 
key and extract the data (secret image) from the frames. 
Step 4: Display the secret text data output from decryption process. 

 

Fig:Decryption method 

Performance ParametersEvaluation with variation in QP(Quantisation Parameter) 
The number and values of the applicable quantizer step sizes during a video writing is restricted. The applicable 
quantizer step size is typically indicated by the quantisation parameter (QP), that is associate index to a predefined set 
of applicable quantisation step sizes. Commonly, low quantisation parameters correspond to fine quantisation and high 
quantisation parameters correspond to coarse quantizer step sizes. A high roughness of the quantizer step sizes is useful 
to permit for precise rate management within the encoded bit stream. On the opposite hand, the signalling for a high 
range of obtainable quantizer step sizes induces extra cryptography price, that must be thought of. The  specification 
should balance roughness and cryptography price. 
 
Case 1: Quantisation Parameter QP =5 

Table :Performance Analysis for Both encryption methods at QP= 5 
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Case 2: Quantisation Parameter QP = 10 
Table:Performance Analysis for Both encryption methods at QP= 10 

 

 
Case 3: Quantisation Parameter QP = 24 

Table :Performance Analysis for Both encryption methods at QP= 24 

 
Case 4: Quantisation Parameter QP = 28 

Table :Performance Analysis for Both encryption methods at QP= 28 
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Case 5: Quantisation Parameter QP = 32 
Table :Performance Analysis for Both encryption methods at QP= 32 

 

 
                                     Fig: Average PSNR for various Quantisation Parameter 
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Fig:Analysis for Performance parameters with QP =5 

With the variation in QP for the Video it is observed that The experimental results are shown in above tables and graph 
plots. As can be seen, a higher QP (quantization parameter) will result in lower video quality. The visual quality 
degradation of decrypted video containing hidden knowledge is incredibly low even for giant payloads, i.e., it's 
typically onerous to find the degradation in video quality caused by knowledge concealment.Payload of the proposed 
scheme depends on type of video content and the QP values. From the above experimental results it is clear that the 
increase quantisation parameter values decreases the PSNR and increases the MSE which adds uptothe visual 
degradation of the Image. To conclude over the results and analysis it is necessary aspect that quantisation parameter 
value to keep as minimum as possible to avoid possible visual quality degradation of decrypted video containing 
hidden data. 
 

IV.CONCLUSION 
 

The security and robustness of the data hiding scheme is achieved by using two well known and standardly accepted 
data encryption techniques which are selected on the basis of random key generated for the selection and the key is 
used in the packetisation for the receiver to decode and use the same algorithm to extract the data hidden and recover 
the private information. Bits replacement method was used to embed secret message bits with compressed bit streams 
to prevent the video from tampering. In order to adapt to different application scenarios, data extraction was done 
either in the encrypted domain or in the decrypted domain to recover original data without any loss. Finally the 
simulated results shown that utilized methodologies given high PSNR and high structure similarity index values and 
lower MSE (Mean square Error) and PRD (Percentage residual difference) with more compatibility where the 
observations says a higher QP (quantization parameter) will result in lower video quality. So in the future, more 
effective methods should be taken into account to further increase the embedding capacity and enhance the security of 
the algorithm as well as the data compression can also be taken care while embedding the data when the maximum 
payload size is selected and which goesbeyond the actual frames selected for the processing. 
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